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Manual Instructions and Overview

Purpose – Schools are where children learn, both from their teachers and from their peers. Schools are where children have the opportunity to grow, develop, and become leaders. Schools are where many children spend a majority of their time. That is why Lifewater International believes that no community can truly become and stay healthy if the schools are not involved.

Lifewater believes that children can be change-makers in their schools, homes, and communities. Because of this, the curriculum is pupil-centered with the goal that pupils will actively participate in their own learning, and lessons will be made richer by their participation. If healthy hygiene and sanitation habits are formed as children, entire societies can be changed in a generation.

How to Use – The lessons in this manual are designed to be used by primary school teachers in their classrooms. This curriculum teaches pupils key habits for better health; each lesson has one or more participatory activities associated with it. Lessons share important information and methods to improve water, sanitation and hygiene behaviors. Each can be adjusted for different cultures and ages. Likewise, teachers are encouraged to add to lessons when appropriate. This could be done through discussion questions, song, dance and other fun activities.

Symbol Key – At the top of the page for each lesson, a symbol displays with which subjects the information will most closely align. This is meant to guide teachers/administration on how to incorporate these lessons into their curriculum. For example, a lesson with the “Science” symbol is appropriate for use during the classroom time dedicated for science.

- Science
- Physical education/health education
- Life skills
Lesson 1: The Human Body Needs Water

Lesson Objective: Pupils learn different ways the human body uses water.

Lesson Length: 40 Minutes

Materials

- Scissors or knife
- One fresh and one dehydrated plant or fruit
- Chalkboard or flipchart paper
- Body Part Poster Set
- Paper or notebooks (one per pupil)

Preparation

- Cut one plant a few days before the lesson and allow it to dry. Cut another plant of the same kind and keep it in water until class time. Select something that shows a big difference between a dried and a fresh sample.
- Draw a large outline of a child on the wall, chalkboard, ground, or large paper. See Figure 1.1 for example.
- Write WASH (Water Access, Sanitation, Hygiene) acronym where it can be seen on chalk board.
Activity

Hold up two examples of a plant or fruit, one that is fresh and one that is dehydrated. Lead pupils in a discussion of the differences between the two plants. Explain that most plants have a large amount of water in them.

Ask: What are the differences between these two plants?
Ask: Why do you think they look so different?
Ask: How do you think this example is like a human body’s need for water?

Lesson

Ask: Can you see the water inside your body?
Ask: Can you feel the water in your body moving around?

Explain: A person 1.5m and 20cm tall weighing 68 kg will have over 45 liters of water in his/her body at any given time.
Explain: The amount of water in our bodies varies according to our age and body type. An infant is typically 75% water. A pregnant woman is typically 80% water. An adult is typically 60% water. An elderly adult is typically 50% water.
Explain: Bodies use water in all cells, organs, and tissues to help regulate temperature and maintain other bodily functions.
Explain: Water content of each organ varies from as little as 8% in the teeth to as much as 85% in the brain.

Use body part images from Body Poster Set placing them on the outline of the child and explaining how much water is in each organ (brain, heart, kidneys and bladder, veins). Use the list from below for information.

Ask: What do you think would happen to your body if you didn’t get enough water?
Explain: If a person doesn’t consume enough water in a day, they may become dehydrated which means they have had a harmful reduction in the amount of water in the body.
Write definition on board:

**Dehydration**

noun
The loss or removal of water from something.
A harmful reduction in the amount of water in the body.

**Explain:** Human beings can live about two months without food, but less than a week without water.

**Explain:** Human bodies lose water through breathing, sweating, and digestion.

It is important to replenish the amount of water in our body every day – our body needs 2.36 liters of water a day (1/3 from drinking and 2/3 from the food we eat).

*Use body part images from the Body Poster Set placing them on the outline of the child and explaining what water does in our bodies (eyes, lungs, stomach, bones and joints, muscles, skin)* Use the list from below for information.

**Explain:** These are the ways our bodies use water:

- **Brain:** Water keeps the brain active and alert. Even a 2% drop in water can cause poor memory, trouble with basic math, difficulty focusing and tiredness.

- **Eyes:** Water washes away any dirt that gets in our eyes and gives us tears when we cry.

- **Respiratory System:** Water carries oxygen to body parts and helps remove carbon dioxide from them.\(^1\)

- **Bones and Joints (Knees/Elbows):** Bones are only 20% water, but between our bones we have joints that have more water in them. Water in special fluids in joints helps bones move more smoothly.\(^2\)

- **Stomach:** Water is a part of a healthy diet. It helps digest food for energy.\(^3\)

- **Muscle:** Water helps maintain muscle strength and keeps the skin soft and full. Our muscles are 80% water.

- **Skin:** Water keeps the skin soft and smooth. Our skin is 65% water.
Blood: Water in body fluids, such as blood, carries nutrients (see Glossary for definition) throughout the body.\textsuperscript{iv} Nutrients are needed to keep our bodies healthy and strong.

Kidneys: Water cleanses the blood in the kidneys. About 15 times a day all our blood passes through our kidneys, where water helps to wash or purify it.\textsuperscript{v}

Body Temperature: Water controls body temperature and transports waste out of the skin.\textsuperscript{vi} Healthy human bodies have a temperature of 37 degrees.

Homework

**Explain:** There are key moments throughout the day that you should drink water to stay fully hydrated. Can you track your progress?

*Have each pupil make a table with days of the week across the top of the page and different times of the day down the left side. Have each pupil track their water consumption for 1 week by drawing and filling in a water droplet each time they successfully drink water at that time. Example below:*
Lesson 2: How Diseases Spread

Lesson Objective: Pupils understand that diseases are caused by bacteria that can spread through feces, hands, flies, animals, and water.

Lesson Length: 50 Minutes

Materials

- Bacteria Poster Set
- Markers, crayons, or colored pencils
- F-Diagram poster set
- String or sticks to show pathway
- Tape or glue
- 1 or 2 potatoes
- Printed copies Observation Guide for each pupil

Preparation

- Write WASH (Water Access, Sanitation, Hygiene) acronym where it can be seen on chalk board.
- Peel each potato then cut it in in half.

Activity

*Hang the Bacteria Poster Set somewhere that pupils can see. Have pupils copy these images into their notebooks while you explain each type.*

*Explain:* The word *germ*, or microbe, is used to describe many very small organisms that can cause disease. Germs can be bacteria, viruses, and protozoa.
**Explain:** Usually, germs are too small to be seen with our eyes. Scientists use special tools called microscopes to see and study them.

**Explain:** There are many different types of bacteria and diseases that can be transferred to humans through feces.

- A. *Streptococcus* causes fever and a very sore throat that makes it hurt to swallow
- B. *E. coli* bacteria can cause abdominal cramping, sudden diarrhea, and loss of appetite
- C. *Worms* can cause diarrhea, upset stomach, and malnutrition
- D. *Shigella* causes dysentery, abdominal cramping, fever, and bloody stool
- E. *Staphylococcus* can cause pain in the abdomen, blisters/boils/rashes on the skin, chills, and fever

If scissors are available, have pupils cut out each bacteria to hang in the classroom or near a handwashing station.

**Lesson**

**Ask:** Who can tell me about some ways that germs can spread?

**Ask:** How do you think germs can get into our stomachs to make us sick?

**Explain:** Germs are very small organisms that cause disease:

*Write definition on board:*

**Germ**

*noun*

A microorganism that causes disease.
Explain: Diseases like diarrhea, colds, flu, and skin infections are very common. Water, sanitation, and hygiene-related diseases happen when germs and bacteria get in our bodies. There are many germs in human feces.

*Using the F-Diagram Poster Set, lay the feces poster and the mouth poster about two meters apart on the ground.*

Allow time for pupils to discuss possible ways for feces to travel to our mouths. If they mention ways that are outlined on the reference poster, allow the pupils to use string or sticks and add relevant posters.
Explain remaining possible ways for feces to travel to mouths.

**Explain:** These are some of the most common ways feces can get into our mouths:

- Feces to fingers: After open defecation or not washing hands after latrine
- Fingers to face: Putting our hands in or near our mouth puts feces in our mouth
- Fingers to food: Using our hands to prepare or eat food when we have feces on them after using the latrine or open defecation
- Feces to flies: Flies land on feces when people do open defecation
- Flies to food: After landing on feces, flies land on food
- Feces to fields: Open defecation in fields
- Fields to food: Harvesting food from a field where people openly defecate
- Food to face: Eating food that hasn’t been washed
- Feces to flocks: Open defecation or animals feces being left in the open
- Flocks to food: Animals walking through or pecking/licking feces or walking near dishes that aren’t kept off the ground and away from animals
- Feces to fluids: Feces from open defecation washes into water sources when it rains
- Fluids to food: Using contaminated water to clean food or dishes
- Fluids to face: Drinking contaminated water

**Explain:** When people do not use a latrine but defecate in the open, all that bacteria is also in the open. When flies land on feces, they spread the germs to everything else they land on. When rain washes feces away, the feces and their germs spread into rivers and lakes. Animals can also walk through feces and spread the germs. When our hands touch dirty things and then touch food or our mouths – or when flies land on our food – the germs get into our mouths and make us sick.

**Homework**

*Ask pupils to put their bacteria drawings in or near their kitchen or latrine at home so they remember to wash their hands after defecating and before touching food.*
Help pupils create an Observation Guide in their notebooks (example below). Take half of the cut potato and pass it around the classroom. Make sure each pupil touches it. Set the potato on a shelf with a label for all to see. Bring pupils to the nearest handwashing station and have them thoroughly wash their hands with soap or ash. **Make sure no one touches anything on the way back to the classroom.** Once everyone is seated, pass the second half of the potato around the classroom and set it on a shelf with a label. Throughout the week, have pupils use the Observation Guide to see how the germs on their hands affect the potatoes. After a few days, the pupils should begin to see a difference between the two potatoes. The potato that was passed around with germ-hands should begin to rot more quickly with dark spots and mold.

**Observation Guide**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Day</th>
<th>Germ Hands</th>
<th>Clean Hands</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Lesson 3: How to Prevent WASH-Related Diseases

Lesson Objective: Pupils know how to stop the spread of diseases.

Lesson Length: 50 Minutes

Materials

- Healthy Child and Unhealthy Child Posters
- Person with Cough and Child with Fever Posters
- 1 plastic bottle
- 1 nail
- 1 container to catch water such as a tub or pot
- 1 pitcher or container with clear water
- 1 pitcher or container with colored water

Preparation

- Obtain one plastic bottle. Fill it with water that is colored (you could use dirt to make the water brown or some other way of coloring water, such as bright fruit juice or bright spices).
- Fill another container with colored water to refill the bottle.
- Fill another container with clear water to refill the bottle.
- Do background research about the best place to purchase ORS within community, purchase a few samples to bring to classroom.
Activity

Show posters of a healthy and unhealthy child.

**Ask:** What do you see in these pictures?

**Ask:** What do see about these children that makes them look healthy or unhealthy?

**Explain:** In this example, the child is suffering from diarrhea which can be very harmful to the body.

*Hold up the plastic bottle that is filled with colored water over a container*

**Explain:** This bottle represents a child. Inside all of us we have water and we have nutrients like sugar and salt that make us strong. When a child gets diarrhea, they lose the water and the nutrients.

*Poke holes in the bottom of the bottle using a nail and allow children to watch the colored water flow out.*

**Explain:** This example is like what happens to your body when you are sick. When you have diarrhea, you are losing water as well as important nutrients.

*Pour the extra clear water from the pitcher into the bottle to represent the child drinking water.*
Explain: When you have diarrhea, you should always drink more water than normal to replace what you are losing. It is important to drink safe water if possible so that you don’t add more germs to your body, which is already fighting off germs and trying to get healthy. But you may notice that water is not the only thing your body needs. You also need to replace the nutrients you are losing. See how the bottle has lost all the color, which represents the nutrients in the body?

Now pour the extra colored water from the pitcher into the bottle to demonstrate how the bottle has color again. Try to cover the holes in the bottom with your finger to reduce the flow.

Explain: Notice that even though water continues to drain out, the bottle is now filled with color, which means that this child has nutrients and can become strong and healthy again. When you drink Oral Rehydration Solution (ORS), this helps your body recover more quickly and keep fluids and important nutrients inside your body.

Lesson

Explain (if activity above was performed): Now that we have learned what to do when you get diarrhea, we will learn why our bodies react to germs in certain ways.

Explain: Oral Rehydration Solution (ORS) is a mixture of salts, sugars and other helpful nutrients that can be made or purchased. This solution helps sick people recover more quickly and can make a big difference in how quickly the person recovers from their illness.

Ask: Do you know where you can access ORS packets?

Discuss according to your local context where they can access ORS packets and pass around example packets for everyone to see.

Ask: We just learned that you should drink ORS when you get diarrhea. Does anyone know why you get diarrhea when you are sick?

Explain: Some scientists have found eighth that diarrhea is a result of your body trying to get rid of germs. Diarrhea can be deadly if you become too dehydrated, but it is a natural process of your body trying to heal itself. That is why it is important to continue drinking a lot of water and ORS, and also eating more food than normal to replenish your nutrients.

Explain: In the example of our water bottle, you could see that if there were germs in the bottle trying to make it sick, then the holes that make water and nutrients leave quickly also would make the germs leave quickly.
Ask: What other things does your body do to try to make germs leave your body? (answer: sneeze, cough)

Show the poster of the woman coughing or sneezing

Explain: Sneezing and coughing is good for you because it is forcing germs to leave your body. However, you need to take care where those germs are going. If you sneeze or cough and someone is nearby, they may inhale those same germs. If you sneeze or cough into your hands, and do not wash them, then you spread germs to everything you touch. The best way to sneeze or cough is to cover your mouth with the inside of your elbow. Since you don’t touch much with this part of your body, it prevents the germs from spreading.

Show the poster of the person in bed with a fever and write definition on board:

Fever
noun
An abnormally high body temperature, usually accompanied by shivering, headache, and in severe instances, delirium.

Ask: Have you ever had a fever before?

Explain: One reason the body gets a fever when it is sick is because the high temperature in your body makes it more difficult for bacteria and viruses to live inside you. It can also signal cells in your body to fight the bacteria and viruses. Fevers can be dangerous if they are very high or last for very long, so resting and drinking safe water is important to help your body recover quickly.

Explain: As we have seen, there are many ways that your body reacts to germs, bacteria, and viruses that try to attack. Sometimes the ways your body reacts cause the germs, bacteria, and viruses to leave your body and may make other people sick, if we are not careful.

Homework

No homework
Lesson 4: Safe Water

Lesson Objective: Pupils are able to identify safe water sources as well as the steps to keeping water safe.
Lesson Length: 50 Minutes

Materials

- Unsafe Water Poster Set
- Safe Water Poster Set
- Examples of water transport, storage and drinking containers
- Paper
- Tape or staples
- Wide-mouth container
- Water

Preparation

- Fill wide-mouth container with water.
- Cut 20-30 strips of paper.

Activity

*Show pupils the container of water. Ask class to pretend like you just got this water from a nice clean borehole and are so excited to take it home to drink.*

*Pick up the container and begin walking across the room.*

**Ask:** Can anyone think of a way that this water might become dirty as I carry it home?

**Possible Answers:** the container is dirty, your hands are dirty and you touched the water, you put a dirty cloth or dirty leaves on the water to keep it from splashing out etc.
Stop and set the container down somewhere that pupils can see. Explain that you have now arrived at home and put the container in your house.

Ask: Can anyone think of a way that this water might become dirty as it sits in my home?
Possible Answers: your hands are dirty and you use them to scoop water out to drink, bugs or vermin may fall in, dirt may be kicked up and land in the water, children or animals may come and drink

Ask pupils to get out their notebook and turn to a blank page. Have them think about where their family gets water, how it is transported, and how it is stored. Then they can write down different ways the water may be getting contaminated throughout the process.

Lesson

Ask: How do you know if a water source is safe to drink?
Ask: How do you know if a water source is unsafe to drink?
Ask: Is there anything you can do to make sure that your water is safe to drink?

Explain: Water that is safe to drink comes from sealed sources. Water from on top of the ground (e.g. rivers, ponds, rain runoff, etc.) is not safe.

Show posters of unsafe water sources and storage:

Explain: Springs protected with cement, wells with hand pumps, and rain tanks are examples of sealed sources that are safe to drink from. Water that might make you sick comes from unsealed sources. Open springs, ponds, and rivers are unsafe to drink from because germs can get into those water sources and then make your body sick. Uncovered rain jars are also unsafe because germs can get into them easily. You can treat your water by boiling it or filtering it to make sure it is safe to drink.

Show posters of safe water sources and storage:
**Explain:** When you have collected water from a safe water source, it is also important to keep it safe during transportation, storage, and use. Safe water containers are clean, covered, and have narrow mouths. Covers and narrow mouths make it less likely that dirty things like animals, hands, and bugs get into the water to make it dirty.

*Write definitions on board and ask pupils to make a list of all examples of ways they have seen water transported, stored, and used.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Transport</th>
<th>Store</th>
<th>Use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>verb</strong></td>
<td><strong>verb</strong></td>
<td><strong>verb</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To take or carry something from one place or another by means of a vehicle, aircraft, ship or other</td>
<td>To keep or accumulate something for future use</td>
<td>To take, hold, or deploy something as a means of accomplishing a purpose or achieving a result</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Explain:** After collecting water from a safe source, keeping water safe until consumption is like this paper chain—if one link is broken, the water can become contaminated and unsafe to drink.

**Explain:** It is important to clean storage containers often. Germs can re-grow inside the containers, so do not store water for long periods of time. Wash the containers and refill with fresh water at least every one to two weeks.

**Explain:** Plastic or glass containers are suitable for storing water as long as they are completely cleaned. Wash in hot, soapy water, and rinse well. Let dry in the sun. Sand or ash can be used when soap is not available. Plastic containers such as jerry cans and 1-2 liter soda containers with a narrow mouth and lid provide safe storage and help prevent recontamination if washed thoroughly and often. Wash lids thoroughly as well.

**Optional activity:**

*Have pupils write each examples of water transportation, storage, and uses on a separate strip of paper. After pupils have three or four examples of each step instruct pupils on how to make a paper chain by looping strips of paper and taping/gluing/stapling the strips.*

**Homework**

*Instruct pupils to remake paper chain that is specific to the method their family uses to collect, transport, store, and use water. Have them discuss with their parents if there is a chain link that is “broken”.*
Lesson 5: Handwashing

Lesson Objective: Pupils know the five steps to properly wash their hands.

Lesson Length: 30 minutes

Materials

- Liquid or bar soap
- Pepper or loose dirt
- 3 bowls
- Clean water to pour into each bowl
- Timer or watch

Preparation

- Pour water into the three bowls.

Activity

*Divide pupils into three groups and give each group a bowl with water in it. Go around the room and sprinkle some pepper (or loose dirt) on the water.*

*Instruct one pupil to dip a finger in the water/pepper mixture.*

*Ask:* What happened to the pepper (or dirt) when you dipped your finger?

*Instruct a different pupil to liberally apply soap to their index finger and dip it into the bowl with water/pepper. The pepper should spread out and away from the pupil’s finger.*
Ask: What happened to the pepper (or dirt) this time?
Ask: Why do you think there was a difference?

Explain: Similar to how the pepper/dirt moved away from your finger when you put it into the water, soap helps remove dirt and germs from our hands. That is why it is so important to use soap and not just water alone.

Lesson

Explain: Washing our hands with only water and not soap is called “rinsing” our hands. To rinse hands does not get the germs off our hands. It may remove dirt so that our hands look clean, but the tiny germs from feces that cannot be seen are still on our hands and can make us sick. Soap and ash grab on to tiny germs and then the water takes the germs and the soap or ash off our hands.

Write definition on board:

**Soap**

*noun*

A substance used with water for washing and cleaning, made of a compound of natural oils or fats with sodium hydroxide or another strong alkali

Hang each poster as you explain the steps. Have pupils practice in the air while the description is read out loud.
There are five steps of handwashing:

- First, wet hands with water
- Second, add soap or ash
- Third, rub hands together very well for 20 seconds— including the tops of hands, wrists, between fingers, and under fingernails
- Fourth, rinse with water
- Fifth, dry your hands by shaking them in the air or using a clean towel

**Explain:** Step number 3 (rub hands together for 20 seconds) is important to do correctly and 20 seconds can feel longer than you might think.

*Ask pupils to close their eyes. Use a watch to time 20 seconds and ask pupils to raise their hand when they think 20 seconds has passed. After the time has ended, ask pupils to open their eyes again and call out the pupils who correctly guessed the passage of time.*

**Homework**

*Have pupils work with a partner to write a song or dance about handwashing. Have them present at the next class period.*
Lesson 6: When to Wash Hands

Lesson Objective: Pupils know the most important times to wash their hands

Lesson Length: 30 Minutes

Materials

- Critical handwashing poster
- Feces, fingers, food, face posters
- Handwashing poster (X3)

Activity

*Show critical handwashing poster and ask pupils to identify activities that people are doing that are essential to wash their hands after*
Lesson

_Ask:_ When was the last time you washed your hands?

_Ask:_ What have you touched with your hands since you last washed them?

_Explain:_ The most important times to wash hands are:

- Before eating
- Before touching food
- After defecating
- After touching a child’s feces

_Explain:_ There might be even more germs in a baby’s and a young child’s feces than in feces of older children and adults. Some people think that feces from babies or children is not dangerous, but that is not true. Their feces is just as dangerous, or even more dangerous, than that of adults and older children.

*Lay down four pictures from the F-Diagram poster set to show only the handwashing-related images: feces, hands, food, mouth.*

_Ask:_ How can germs spread from feces to hands and into mouths? Let several pupils answer.
**Explain:** To stop germs in feces from spreading and making people sick, it is very important to wash hands with soap and water after defecation and after contact with a child’s feces.

*Place an image of handwashing between the feces and hand images.*

**Explain:** To make sure we are not getting germs on our food or in our mouths, it is very important to wash hands with soap and water before eating and before preparing food.

*Place an image of handwashing between the hand and food images.*

**Explain:** To make sure we are not getting germs in our mouths, it is very important to wash hands with soap and water after eating food.

*Place an image of handwashing between the food and mouth images.*

**Optional demonstration:** go to a handwashing place and have students demonstrate proper handwashing.

**Homework**

Ask pupils to write down things they touch between the times they wash their hands. Have them do this for one day and share anything interesting they noticed during the next class.
Lesson 7: Safe Food

Lesson Objective: Pupils know how to wash and prepare food to make it safe for consumption.

Lesson Length: 50 minutes

Materials

- 3 or 4 potatoes from the market (try to find some that still have dirt on them)
- 3 or 4 bowls of water
- Dirty compound poster
- Clean compound poster

Preparation

- Bring a few potatoes to school—if they aren’t very dirty, put extra dirt on them
- Pour clean/clear water into each bowl—one bowl for each potato

Activity

Show the poster of the dirty compound and point out the dishes on the ground.
Ask: Imagine these dishes were left on the ground after a meal. They have bits of food still on them. Imagine you are all flies on this compound. How could you spread germs from feces to these dishes?

Explain: Flies may land on feces and then inside the plates and bowls. The next time someone eats from that plate without washing it, they will be eating feces and germs.

Ask: Now imagine that instead of a fly, you are a chicken or pig. How could you spread germs from feces to these dishes?

Explain: Chicken or pigs may step on feces and then step on the dishes, spreading germs and feces.

Show the poster of the Healthy Home and point out the dishes on the drying rack.

Ask: Now imagine that you are a fly. Could you spread germs from feces to these dishes?

Ask: What about a chicken or pig?

Explain: When we wash dishes with soap to remove the food, it will not attract flies and will not grow bacteria. Drying and storing dishes up high where animals can’t reach helps them stay clean so they are ready for the next meal.

Lesson

Divide pupils into three or four groups and pass out one potato and bowl full of water for each group. Ask pupils to wait for further instruction.

Explain: Fruits and vegetables often come from places where human or animal feces are present. In order to make sure food is clean and free of germs, it is important to wash fruits and vegetables before eating them.
Explain: It is best to wash fruits and vegetables with clean water and to rub them with your hands to remove germs. 
Explain: The friction from rubbing your hands over food pulls dirt and grease from the fruit.

Write definition on board:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Friction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>noun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The action of one surface or object rubbing against another</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Have each group wash the potato in the bowl of water.

Ask: What do you notice about the water in the bowls after you have washed the potato?

Explain: Without washing these potatoes, the dirt and germs would have been in our food. 
Explain: When sharing food with others, it is especially important to wash hands before eating. This way, people do not pass on germs that may be on their hands. It is also a good idea not to lick fingers before handling food because this could transfer germs from our mouths to the food.

Write definition on board:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Transfer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>verb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An act of moving something or someone to another place</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Explain: Germs can be on hands and fingers. If we don’t wash hands before eating, we could spread germs to others and make them sick. 
Explain: We should not be afraid to encourage others in good health habits. Even if it is scary to tell someone to change, you are helping to keep them and yourself healthy by doing so. 
Explain: A drying rack helps keep utensils clean by keeping the utensils away from dirt and animals on the ground. When drying racks are placed in direct sunlight, the sun helps kill any germs on the utensils.

Homework

No homework
Lesson 8: Personal Hygiene

Lesson Objective: Pupils know important personal hygiene activities to maintain a healthy lifestyle.

Lesson Length: 50 minutes

Materials

- Personal Hygiene Poster Set

Activity

Read statements from the good and bad hygiene lists below randomly, switching between the good and the bad practices. Ask pupils to sit down if they believe it is a bad hygiene practice and to stand up if they believe it is a good hygiene practice.

Good Hygiene Practices

- Cleaning teeth
- Washing hands for 20 seconds
- Covering mouth when coughing
- Sneezing into elbow
- Timming fingernails
- Taking a shower
- Washing hair
- Scrubbing feet
- Combing hair
- Bathing every day or every other day

Bad Hygiene Practices

- Rinsing hands (no soap)
- Openly coughing without covering mouth
- Openly sneezing without covering mouth and nose
- Letting fingernails grow long
- Bathing once a month
- Never washing feet
- Leaving hair tangled and unwashed
- Cleaning teeth once a week
- Picking nose and wiping on shirt
Lesson

Ask: What does it mean to bathe regularly?
Ask: Why would it be important to wash your body regularly?
Ask: What are some challenges to washing your body regularly?

Explain: It is good to bathe regularly with soap and water. If it isn’t possible to bathe regularly, it is good to at least wash with a small clean towel or cloth.

Ask: Why is it important to use soap?

Explain: The soap suspends the dirt and soils so they come off the skin.
Explain: The friction from rubbing hands together or over your body helps pull dirt and greasy or oily soils from the skin.
Explain: When soap lifts dirt and oils from your skin, rinsing with water washes it
Explain: Wiping hands creates more friction and removes more germs.

Write definition on board:

Hygiene
noun
Conditions or practices conducive to maintaining health and preventing disease, especially through cleanliness

Lay down each hygiene poster as you discuss the points below

Explain: It is most important to wash your hands. However, it is also good to wash your face, teeth, and hair.
  ○ Face: Wash your face with soap and clean water every day to prevent eye infections like trachoma.
Teeth: Brush teeth with fluoride toothpaste if available, or with a tooth stick, every day to clean out the food that gets stuck between teeth. It is also good to use a toothpick to clean between teeth.
- Hair: Wash hair with clean water and with soap if available. Make sure that when you dry your hair, it is only with a clean cloth. This will help keep away skin diseases like scabies.

- Fingernails: Germs love to live under our fingernails, so it is very important to clean underneath them when washing hands; also trim fingernails to keep them short and make it harder for germs to live there.
- Feet: Wash your feet with warm water and dry them well; if possible wear shoes and avoid walking around bare foot as there are infections you can get by walking barefoot.

Homework

No Homework
Lesson 9: Effective Latrines

Lesson Objective: Pupils will understand how latrines can effectively contain germs from feces.

Lesson Length: 50 minutes

Materials

- Rope 30 meters in length
- River poster

Activity

**Explain:** Using a latrine is very important to containing germs. After using the latrine, liquids carry feces and germs through the soil away from the latrine pit. If a water source is very close to a latrine, that water may be contaminated with germs from feces. *Show the feces transfer posters.*

**Ask:** Does anyone remember how germs leave our bodies?
Possible Answers: feces, sneezes, coughs

Ask: What happens to germs in feces when left in the open?
Possible Answers: They can spread through flies, hands, water, and animals.

Lay the river poster on the ground where there is plenty of space for pupils to spread out.

Ask: If a child defecated right next to this water, do you think the water would be safe to drink?
Possible Answers: No, the germs in the feces would contaminate the water and drinking the water could make someone sick.

Ask: How far away do you think a latrine should be from a water source, in order for the water to remain safe for drinking?

Ask pupils to stand a distance away from the river poster on the ground to represent how far they believe a latrine should be built from a water source.

Stretch out a rope that is 30 meters long. Ask one pupil to hold one end next to the river poster and ask another pupil to hold the other end and walk in a large circle around the river poster.

Explain: Latrines should always be at least 30 meters away from any water source. Otherwise, feces can contaminate the water and spread diseases like diarrhea. Latrines should not be built uphill from a water source. If they must be uphill from a water source, they should be as far away as possible.

Explain: If feces are left in the open, the germs can easily get into our bodies as flies carry feces onto our food, as feces get washed into rivers that we might drink from, or if we touch dirty things but don’t wash our hands. It is important to use a latrine so that the germs in feces are covered where no flies can get to, and where they can’t get into any water we drink. Even latrines can contaminate water if they are built too close to the water source. Latrines should be built away from water sources, so the feces in the pit don’t contaminate the water.
Homework

Go to the place your family collects drinking water. Then see if you can find the closest latrine. Is it too close and is it contaminating the water? Or is it a proper distance from the water? Can someone's poop find its way into this water, or is it properly sealed and protected?
Lesson 10: Clean Environment

Lesson Objective: Pupils understand why a clean environment is important and what they can do to improve the environment.

Lesson Length: 50 minutes

Materials

- Clean school poster
- Dirty school poster

Activity

Explain to the pupils that you are going to have a competition to see who can collect the most trash from around the school compound. They will have 5 minutes to pick up as many pieces of trash as possible from anywhere around the school compound (but not inside any classrooms with pupils inside, and not from any trash pit/bin). After 5 minutes, call pupils back and find out who collected the most. You may have a prize for the student, or have the class clap for him or her. Finish the activity with all pupils washing hands with soap and water.

Lesson

*Outside, have pupils dump the collected trash into a single pile for all to observe.*

*Ask:* What types of trash did you find?

*Ask:* Where do you think all the trash come from originally?

*Ask:* Why do you think it had been left around the compound instead of put in a trash bin or trash pit?

*Ask:* What are the negative impacts of trash that is left around the compound?

*Possible answers:* Trash attracts flies, cockroaches, and vermin which are irritating and spread disease.

*Possible Answers:* Trash makes our school look dirty and gives a poor picture of the school.

*Possible Answers:* Animals (cows, chickens, pigs) may eat the trash and become sick.
Ask: What do you like about a clean school environment?
Possible Answers: Clean compounds are comfortable and sophisticated.
Possible Answers: Clean compounds smell nice and look beautiful.
Possible Answers: Clean compounds make us proud to be attending this school.

Have pupils throw all trash into the trash pit or trash bins and return to the classroom.

Write definition on board:

Environment
noun
The natural world, as a whole or in a particular geographical area, especially as affected by human activity

Lay both posters of the school on the ground and ask pupils to point out any differences they see. After they point out a difference, ask the pupil to explain which version they prefer and why.
Ask: What are simple ways to keep your school compound cleaner?

Explain: There are many simple ways to keep your compound tidy:
- Dig a rubbish pit
- Sweep the compound regularly
- Use a latrine always
- If you see rubbish, sweep it into a bin or rubbish pit
- If something is broken, tell a teacher so they can help fix it
- Encourage others to do their part in helping your school stay tidy

Homework

Try having a trash pickup competition with your friends or your brothers and sisters around your home(s). Think about things you could do at home to improve the environment.

---

2 Etgen et al., 3.
3 Ibid.
4 Ibid.
5 Homitz and Johnson, 18.
6 Etgen et al., 3.
WASH Curriculum Poster Set

Printing instructions:
- Print separately from WASH Curriculum
- Do not bind pages together
- Use the following print settings
  - fit to page
  - single-sided
  - color (if possible)
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